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The captivating story of Tudor gown, its construction and symbolism, and
the individuals who made and wore it The Tudor monarchs and their
courtiers are a number of the best-known figures ever sold. They
continue, even today, to spark our curiosity and imagination. Their
enduring recognition is no doubt partly due to the iconic portraits
where they are depicted in wonderful style, in farthingales and ruffs,
furs and jewels, codpieces and cloaks, and huge expanses of velvet and
silk. Evidence from uncommon surviving garments and textiles, original
documents, fine and decorative art, and archaeological results enhance
our understanding of the Tudors and their courts.   Histories of Kings
and Queens complement tales of unsung dressmakers, laundresses, and
officials charged with maintaining and transporting the immense Tudor
wardrobes from palace to palace.  This book presents fresh information
regarding the fashions of the Tudor dynasty, offering clean insight into
their public and political milieu. It was used as a tool in securing and
keeping the tenuous Tudor throne and as a competitive weapon in the
factions, intrigues and love-affairs of the court. Far from being mere
decoration, fashion was pivotal in the conversation of status and power.
Handsomely illustrated, this sumptuous reserve contextualises Tudor
outfit within the buildings in which it was worn and fills in gaps
inside our knowledge of the period and its fascinating historical
figures.
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Good, but not for those who research Tudor fashions.This book isn't a
coffee table book in which you merely consider the pictures for
information.As the writer notes, there is not much in the form of extant
Tudor Period clothes, but throughportraits from the period, she is able
to accurately discuss the layers of costume from the skin out. The
author starts with a brief overview of that time period and the rulers.
It really is a good summary of the clothing, and the history and people
mixed up in clothing.If you have been researching the Tudor time frame
of clothing for awhile, stop, don't get this book. This wonderful book
arrived 1 day when i ordered it and I devoured it in 12 hours! This is a
good overview, nonetheless it pulls both good info, and whatever has
been discovered as errors, outdated details, or misunderstandings from
additional sources. No other activity got performed and I treasured it.
Or choose the book, benefit from the familiar pictures in lovely color,
with occasional closeups, appearance closely at the bibliography, and
share with friends who are not used to Tudor Court fashions. I recommend
this reserve to all. Excellent, Scholarly Book on Tudor Costume This
book is meticulously researched and it is very well written in the
bargain. The authordraws info from period information, documentation and
writings from the period. Everything from the style, fashion, building
to laundering.All of the information is spot on and is certainly not
just for the novice, but for thosewho want in more in-depth details.The
author's writing style makes it highly readable, unlike others which may
be a tough slog. Note, this review can be updated once We’m done reading
the whole lot.I own many books about antique costume and We am the co-
author of a book in antique purses and handbags, sowhen a publication
reflects a high amount of scholarship as that one does, I be thankful a
lot more.The production quality of the book is excellent. The pictures
are huge, very clear and beautifully printed.If you are new to style of
the Tudor court, welcome!The price is a discount. The book is defined
out with the photos on the same page as the dialogue.A and the Historic
Royal Palaces. The writer is usually a respected curator of clothing
atthe V&Please note that I have zero connection to the author. It’s not
really that expensive. So wonderful, hard to find the words to spell it
out the reading experience. Probably you, like me, already have read the
major books, journals, condition papers, and other resources that book
draws greatly from. Go, continue your detailed research elsewhere.
Fantasic book! I have paid somewhat more for books of lesser quality. I
hate needing to flip around webpages in the book to find "figure xyz"
while I find out about it. I waited to purchase until it was discounted
and got my money's worth and even more. I thought I really understood
Holbein's portraits but this reserve showed me how to use his paintings
to essentially understand the fashions. Wonderful resource What a
treasure trove of images and information. A person with a pastime in
Tudor Background or Fashion History will love this book. Fantastic
resource for traditional costumes Amazing book. Still along the way of



reading it but can already tell that it's great! Wonderfull Illustrated
Well Researched Fashion History This is a very well researched
illustrated book about fashion during the Tudor time. I hope you love
this book. All aspects of the fashion are protected.She gives context to
her subject with biographical information on the the Tudors themselves.
She also displays how fashion influenced the courtroom, politics and the
rulers. Well crafted and researched, beautifully illustrated from period
parts to modern recreations.We felt like I had the Tudor style expert
sitting next to me and discussing the fashions while showing me an ideal
illustrating photograph! I have been a massive fan of everything that
addresses the Tudor period right now for as long as I may remember so as
soon as I found this book We knew it could be one for me. I've visited
several of the Historical Royal Palaces and Tudor buildings and one
thing that usually intrigues me is the clothes and fashion from that
period. I loved the introduction to the subject as a whole and the
images used had been great. This really in a high quality book that is
full of useful information and superb images and illustrations -
certainly a 5 celebrity read!
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